BIG MESS?
NO PROBLEM
Don’t let fear of spills and stains get in the
way of having fun this Holiday Season

Having the kids off school and underfoot can be a lot to handle during the
holiday season — keeping them entertained while keeping messes at bay
can be even more difficult. As a mother of four, HGTV’s Sarah Baeumler
says don’t let fear of messes stand in the way of your family having fun!
Instead, choose to spend your holiday season in-the-moment, enjoying
quality time with your family and get messy with the following activities:

Arts & Crafts
Fill a drawer full of markers, colouring books, finger
paints and paper that your children and young guests
can use on special occasions. When company arrives,
direct the kids to the drawer and encourage them
to get creative! Being creative and getting dirty
go hand-in-hand but forget the stress and let
OxiClean™ White Revive™ Laundry Stain Remover deal
with the mess by keeping all of your whites looking crisp
and bright.

Make Hot Chocolate with
Homemade Marshmallows
Seasonal treats like hot chocolate with marshmallows
are a great way to preoccupy the kids, but can lead
to sticky fingers, cups and spoons. To get rid of
sticky finger prints on your dishes the first time, use
OxiClean™ Extreme Power Crystals™ Dishwasher Detergent
and Triple Action Dishwasher Booster. It will eliminate
food particles, spots and streaks, and ensure your dishes
sparkling clean — no prewashing or pre-rinsing necessary!

Cookie Decorating

Get Outside

Cookie decorating is a great way to get the kids involved in
holiday baking. Set up a decorating station with different
colored icing, candies and sprinkles and have the kids
make customized holiday cookies! Have aprons or smocks
available for your little chefs to protect them against
spills and stains. For those unexpected messes like sticky
fingerprints and spills on upholstery, carpets and floors,
mix OxiClean™ Versatile Stain Remover with warm water
for a quick and effective clean-up solution.

Winter hosting doesn’t mean the kids need to be stuck
indoors — bundle them up and have them get some fresh
air! If you’re expecting guests, encourage them to bring
warm clothes for their children or have extra sets available
just in case they forget. To tackle outdoor messes on clothes
and remove odour from wet mittens and scarves, use new
OxiClean™ HD™ Laundry Detergent for a high definition
clean. It deep cleans and removes tough dried-on stains
while keeping colours bright and whites radiant.

Sarah Baeumler
Sarah Baeumler is an inspiration to busy moms and go-getters everywhere! As a proud mom of four, supportive wife
and co-host of her husband’s HGTV show, House of Bryan, she’s found a way to balance her hectic schedule and still
pursue her passions – one of which being home entertaining.
Entertaining friends and relatives is so integral to Sarah’s life that when she and her husband worked together to build
a custom home for their family, ample entertaining space for welcoming guests was a major deciding factor in the
design — leading them to opt for comfort and functionality which, according to Sarah, are essentials for hosting great
get-togethers.
Her attention to detail, inviting living space and knack for design have made her home a gathering hub for friends and
relatives looking for great company and memorable experiences.
Sarah’s reputation as the ‘hostess with the mostest’ is proof that anyone can find the time to entertain at home while juggling a family and
career. With a few simple tips and hacks for entertaining the kids and simplifying her party prep and clean-up, Sarah has much more time to
enjoy good food and plenty of laughs with her loved ones.
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